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f(c) t£/(#), and if we had for instance f(c) >/(£), there would then be
an x such that a < x < c and/(X) =/(x) =/(£) by Bolzano's theorem(3.19.8),
contrary to our assumption. Similarly one sees that/(c) </(#) is impossible.
If now b < c, we must have/(£) </(c), for the preceding argument shows
f(b) must be in the interval of extremities f(a) and /(c). Similarly if c < a,
f(c) <f(d). Finally, if x, y are any two points of I such that x < y, we have
/(•*) <f(y)> by repeating the preceding argument on ay x, y instead of a, b, c.
2. If/is continuous and strictly monotone, it is a bijection of I onto
/(I), and/(I), being connected, must be an interval ((3.19.1) and (3.19.7)).
For any xel, the image by/of any interval J containing x and contained
in I is then an interval containing/(x) and contained in/(I) and/(jc) can only
be an extremity of/(J) if x is an extremity of J; this proves the image by
/of any neighborhood of x in I is a neighborhood off(x) in /(I), hence/is
a homeomorphism (see (3.11.1)).
PROBLEMS
1.	Let / be a mapping of R into R such that f(x + y) = f(x) 4- f(y).
Show that if, in an interval ]a, b[, /is majorized, then /is also minorized in ]<a, b[ (if
c is a fixed point in the interval ]a, b[, consider pairs of points x9 y in that interval such
that x < c < y and (y — c)/(c — x) is rational). Under the same assumption, /is bounded
in any compact interval, and continuous in R, hence of the form f(x) — ex (same
method).
(It can be proved, using the axiom of choice, that there exist solutions of f(x -f y) —
f(x) -f/0>) which are unbounded in every interval.)
2.	Let b be an integer >1.
(a)   Show that for any infinite sequence (cn) of integers such that 0 ^ cn ^ b — I ,
oo
the series £ cnjbn converges to a number x e [0, 1]. Conversely, for any x e [0, 1] there
n = 0
oo
exists a sequence (cn) such that 0 < cn ^ b — 1 for every n and x = X! cJbn ; that sequence
n = 0
is unique if x has not the form k/bm (k and m natural integers); otherwise, there are
exactly two sequences (cn) having the required properties. (Use the fact that for any
integer m^O, and any ;ce[0, 1], there is a unique integer k such that
'(b) Using the case b = 2 of^a), and Problem 5 of Section 1.9, show that [0, 1] (hence
R itself, see (4.1.7)) is equipotent to the set $(N).
00
(c)	Let K be the subset of [0, 1] consisting of all numbers of the form £ cn/3", with
n = 0
cn = 0 or cn — 2 ("triadic Cantor set"). Show that K is compact; its complement
in [0, 1] is a denumerable union of open nonoverlapping intervals (3.19.6) ; describe
these intervals, and show that the (infinite) sum of their lengths is 1.
oo	cap
(d)	For each x e K, with x — £ cn/3", let f(x) be the real number ^ bnj2n, where

